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Prints Publications Pvt Ltd is a renowned publisher with over five decades of experience. 

Prints Publications introduced the children's Books Series in 2022. We are constantly working 

to provide content for children that is educational and entertaining to read. Colourful images, a 

wonderful mix of activities, an emphasis on visual learning by integrating more and more 

photos, and much more make these books a perfect read for youngsters just starting school. 

Our children's books are not only full of vivid images and activities, but they also give a fun-filled 

experience that encourages youngsters to learn new topics in a kind and engaging manner. 

This collection of books aims to improve reading, motor abilities, numeracy skills, and creative 

skills for overall growth. Furthermore, our books aligned with the New Education Policy 2020 

spells out the need to inculcate in the learners the 21st Century Skills, a set of skills and abilities 

to enable individuals to be relevant and cope with the new era's challenges. 
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Sunshine series of five books will aid in the development of your child's motor skills and 

hand-eye coordination. In addition, the tracing exercises and creative activities will aid in 

the development of your young scholars' early writing skills. It includes colouring books, 

dot-to-dot books, pencil control books, and more. Finally, it assists the youngster in 

preparing for formal education.

The Key Features of this Series are:

Colourful Presentation Encourages Independent Learning

Offers Quality Learning Activities Exploring Shapes

Write and Revise the Numbers Explore a Variety of Art Processes

 Introduced: World of Art
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US$  3.99

MAKE LEARNING CAPTIVATING WITH 

FUN FACT AND STORY BOOKS

This series of books contains 16 pages, Size 5.8 x 8.3 inches and are 

bound in Paperback edition. The books are priced at US$ 2.95.

This series of books contains 24 pages, Size 5.8 x 8.3 inches and are 

bound in Paperback edition. The books are priced at US$ 3.45.



This series of 9 Books has been carefully prepared with young learners in view. Young 

children learn essential skills with wonderful colourful pictures and activities on each page. 

This series will help your young learners understand the concept more quickly and vividly. 

The information given in the books takes the children from the blank slate stage to a 

developed personality. It is a complete package focusing on acquiring the four basic language 

skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. It includes a variety of subjects like 

Languages, Mathematics, Environmental Studies, Art and crafts. It is a well-planned and 

carefully organised series keeping in mind the academic needs of the children. This helps 

them enter into the world of education. 
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The Fun n Frolic collection of five books features attractive pictures and drawings that 

match the text, allowing your kid to quickly comprehend essential concepts and recognise 

everyday things, acquire vocabulary through picture-word association, and explore and 

learn about the world around them. Through colourful visuals and activities, children learn 

important abilities such as alphabet, numbers, hindi varnmala, painting, and drawing in a 

fun way. This collection includes books that teach youngsters about early learning concepts.

The Key Features of this Series are:

Colourful presentation Explore a variety of art processes  

Beautiful illustration Build vocabulary through picture-word association

Foster a habit of reading Tracing patterns along the dotted lines

Colouring numbers, missing numbers counting, and other fun activities

Develop visual and imaginative skills by exploring a variety of art processes
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This series of 5 books will help improve your little kids' motor skills and 

hand-eye coordination. In addition, the tracing exercises and creative 

activities will help your little scholars develop their early writing skills. It 

includes books on Colouring, Dot-to-Dot, Pencil Control, and more. 

Finally, it Prepares the child for formal education.
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This series of 7 books with beautiful photographs and illustrations 

complementing the text will help your child easily grasp key concepts and 

identify everyday objects, build vocabulary through picture-word 

association, explore and learn about the world around them. Children 

learn essential skills, letters, numbers, painting, drawing, and playfully 

through colourful pictures and activities. This series contains books to 

provide knowledge to children of early learning topics.
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